20/21 Academic Catalog Updates
Spring 2021, effective 1/11/2021 (unless otherwise noted)
This document contains amendments to the 20/21 Academic Catalog that are effective as of
1/11/20121, unless otherwise noted. They replace and supersede the current information reflected in
the published 20/21 Academic Catalog.
Course Updates
MUS 1024, 2024, 3024, 4024 Applied Horn (Course Descriptions – new courses added)
Other
Senior Citizens Discount (pg. 53, 57, 10/28/2020)
This discount has been discontinued as of 10/28/2020. Those currently receiving the discount will
continue to do so.
Traditional Class Attendance Policy (pg. 44‐45, effective at policy implementation)
The following clarifying statement was added: Courses that include a lab are subject to the Shorter
University attendance policy (ex: lab science courses, communication lab courses). If a grade of FA is
earned in either lab or lecture, the same grade will be assigned to both the lab and the lecture sections of
the course.
Automatic Drop from Online Courses (pg. 145, 149)
The following bolded statements were added: If a student fails to both log into their online course
and post the Mandatory Introduction Forum before or within the first 9 class days from the start of the
session, he or she will be automatically dropped from the course. Simply logging into a course will still
constitute as an automatic drop for the course if an introduction post within the actual online course
platform is not completed before or within the first 9 class days from the start of the session. Students
who do login and complete an introduction post before or within the first 9 days from the start of the
session, but who then stop participating in their online class will NOT be automatically dropped
from the class. Completing the Mandatory Introductory Forum counts as attendance in the course. To
drop or withdraw from the class, the student must follow the procedures described in the Drop/Add and
Withdrawal from Courses portions of this section.

